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Abstract— This paper presents a new vision based routing 

method using elliptical geometry approach for floor-pattern 

tracking on robot navigation. Path tracking is important in 

vision based mobile robot navigation and it acts as the sense of 

seeing, recognizing and directing the mobile robot to its 

destination. Geometry for floor pattern is designed and vision 

based path tracking algorithm is formulated and implemented 

into a mobile robot framework for automated navigation 

purposes. The performance of the developed floor patterns and 

algorithm are tested on robotic path finding, path tracking and 

location aware intelligences. Experimental results shown that 

the proposed vision based floor pattern tracking algorithm 

supplies solutions to single path, multiple paths robotic routing 

under various floor background and light intensity conditions, 

which appears sufficient to be utilized in most practical mobile 

robot logistics cases. 
 

Index Terms— Control of Intelligent Systems, Image 

Processing, Pattern Recognition, Real Time Vision.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

  Mobile  robot  has  significant  applications  potential  in  

areas  such  as  navigation,  logistic/delivery  task, surveillance 

and etc. Logistic mobile robots can assist human workers with 

tedious and tiring manual labor. Many researchers looking 

into warehouses and factories logistic mobile robot 

development, such as service robotics in the pharmaceutical 

industry [1], fuzzy logic path planners’ mobile robot 

navigation in warehouses for  materials  handling  [2],  

positioning  and  motion  control  for  mobile  robot  using  

odometer  system  in warehouse [3] and etc. One of the main 

components in logistic mobile robots is the routing system. It 

is for path finding, path planning and location-aware. In 

general, there are three routing methods apply worldwide for 

logistic mobile robots: 1) Railway routing method, 2) line 

tracking sensory routing method and 3) Virtual map routing 

method. Below are some of the examples. 

Railway routing method was once applied in Ohio State 

University Medical center since 1980s in their preliminary 

ATS (Automated Transportation System) [4]. It was a system 

consisted of carts and rails in its initial stage operate in a 1.6 

million square feet medical center compound.  Overhead rail 

system was built on the ceiling for carts to transport and 

required workers to follow. However, for some region 

without rail coverage, it required workers to push for a small 
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distance to reach destination. No dedicated elevators for 

transporting carts, and needed to wait for busy elevators that 

share with patients, doctors, nurses and etc. In the year 2005, 

ATS emerge into the use of virtual  map routing method with 

components consist of 46 robotic transporters, 9 dedicated 

elevators, 8 cart types, 2 automatic cart washers, some battery 

charging systems, a master control system  and 55 touch 

screen operator terminals. The working operation is: the 

transporter recalculates its exact position several times per 

second based on the laser signal returned from wall mounted 

reflectors. This is how it stays on the guide-path with a virtual 

map. The guide-path is a path where the robot has been 

programmed to travel follows the virtual map. Impact of the 

ATS on operations: improved access to patient and public 

elevators, increased staff productive time, increased time for 

staff to spend with patients and improved work structure in 

some departments. 

As in line tracking sensory routing method, 

Mobile-Robot-Enabled smart warehouses system [5] is one of 

the success stories in logistic mobile robot created by Kiva 

Systems (ranked number 6 (number 1 in logistics) in the Inc. 

500 ranking of the fastest-growing private companies in the  

United  States, 2011). It uses a new approach on order 

fulfillment, in which operators stand still while the products 

come to them. Pallets, cases and orders are stored on 

inventory pods that are picked up and moved by hundreds of 

mobile robotic drive units. As a result, any product can be 

moved to any operator, no need for the workers pushing carts 

around in warehouses and manually filling orders. Hence it is 

more cost–effective. Other samples of line tracking sensory 

routing method are RFID warehouse robot [6] and mini 

forklift robot [7]. They are logistic robots that can store and 

pick up  object to/ from specified storages lot from/to a base 

using line follower  (path  finding/tracking)  and  RFID  (to  

find  the  coordinates  of  targeted  storage  slot  and  goods 

identification). The difference between research works in [6] 

and [7] is: [6] only can pick up and store the item at the 

appropriate place and location in one dimension only whereas 

the robot in [7] can put stuff up to four levels cabinet. 

As in virtual map routing method many research works had 

been done on developing localization techniques and creating 

better maps.  Research work in [8] presented the dynamic  

Markov localization technique as a uniform approach to 

position estimation, which is able (1) to globally estimate the 

position of the robot, (2) to efficiently track its position 

whenever the robot’s certainty is  high, and (3) to detect and 

recover from localization failures. This supersede by 

researchers in [9]  which introduced the concept of ―virtual 

pheromones‖ for use in controlling autonomous mobile 

robots. Virtual pheromones are stored in a map of the 
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environment maintained by a ―pheromone server‖, which acts 

like a shared memory for all the agents. Autonomous agents 

communicate with the pheromone server by means of a radio 

communication link. The pheromone server can be embodied 

by a regular computer, a handheld device, or an embedded 

controller carried by a robot. It is emphasized that the whole 

system, comprising the pheromone server, the communication 

system, and the robotic agents act like a neural network. This 

technique leads to significant simplification of the task of 

controlling individual robots and robot swarms. Researchers 

in [10] further studied on the map fusion problem in the 

context of a multi-robot map building approach. In their 

studies, a set of several robots performs map building tasks 

without the notion of other robots' existence. Each robot 

builds its own local map using its observations and estimates 

its path independently. As a result, there will be a set of local 

maps that can be fused into a global one. This is the case when 

the map fusion takes importance. Particularly, they focus their 

experiments on landmark-based maps constructed using 

visual information and by means of a particle filter. When 

fusing two maps, they considered the uncertainty of the 

landmarks integrated by each different robot to its map. 

Vision based floor-pattern tracking approach is chosen to 

study in compare to existing approaches (Railway approach, 

Sensory line tracking approach, Virtual Map approach), with 

justification: 

 

· Railway Approach: need to build railway, railway might 

cause walk path uneven, might stumble people, railway 

might conceal dirt and hygiene, railway need maintenance 

and it required more sensors to be placed on railway track.  

However, in vision based floor-pattern tracking approach, 

it only required impressive direction pattern printed at 

ceramic tiles on floor as track. 

 

· Sensory Line Tracking Approach: guided center 

approach, once the line on floor break or block, the line 

tracing sensors unable to trace back or continue the 

movement. However, in floor-pattern tracking, once the 

direction pattern in the captured image is missing/block, 

the algorithm will rotate camera to seek for nearby 

direction pattern to get back to its track. 

 

· Virtual Map approach: required memorable floor plan by 

importing CAD drawings of the building to create 

on-board map. It also required plenty of RFID 

tags/reflectors to be placed around the facility to provide 

fixed reference points for the mobile robots to maintain 

location accuracy. However, in vision based floor- pattern 

tracking approach, complex map is replaced by simple 

destination graph in which the robot needs only to store 

home, destination and direction pattern. The only sensor to 

track path is the webcam. No RFID tags or some other 

sensors/reflectors required for path tracking. 

 

This paper introduced a vision based floor pattern tracking 

method on elliptical geometry patterns in robotic routing. The 

following results are presented: 

 

1. Designed of effective path guided symbols (home, 

destination and directed path) using elliptical geometry 

approach for floor pattern tracking robot routing.    

2. Development of a novel algorithm for visual based floor 

pattern tracking and routing through direction, distance and 

angle calculation of the path guided symbols in 1. 

Auto-searching for path guided symbols are also embedded 

and proved working well as shown in details in Section VI.   

3.  Designed and fabricated robotic structural to carried out 

physical experiments to evaluate the developed path guided 

symbols, floor pattern tracking and routing algorithm in a real 

world scenario. 

 

     The outline of the paper is as follows. In section II, a 

review of representative works related to vision based robot 

routing methods is done. In section III, the proposed Vision 

Based Floor Pattern Tracking (VBFPT) Robot Routing 

System Model will be presented followed by section IV for an 

overview of the variant-size circular floor pattern design and 

selection. Next, in section V, the developed Visual Based 

Floor Pattern Tracking (VBFPT) Algorithm will be 

presented. The simulation as well as experimental results will 

be presented in section VI. The overall accuracy and 

performance evaluation are highlighted. Finally, the paper 

ends with a conclusion and future work discussion in section 

VII.  

II.   LITERATURE REVIEW AND JUSTIFICATION 

 

This section provides a review of representative works related 

to vision based robot routing methods. The particular focus is 

on reviewing techniques on vision wise routing, namely 

virtual map routing and symbolic routing. 

 

A. Virtual Map Routing 

 

Virtual Map Navigation is a method which uses vision 

tracking system to recognize the environment of the mobile 

robot and known landmark or local map obtained is compared 

with the global map that programmed in the memory system 

in earlier stage. If the local map is matched, the robot could 

localize its position and advanced to the destination by 

following the information stored in advanced. The global map 

stored could be a model pre-constructed according to the 

actual environment or it can be built by using sensory data. 

Fig 2.1 shows the process of virtual map routing. There are 

three recent related studies reviewed namely: Light fixtures 

on ceiling approach [11], Cyber Map [12] and SURF 

algorithm [13]. 

 

Light Fixtures on Ceiling Approach 

 

Robot localization is achieved by using two type of filter, 

namely particle filter and Kalman filter. Both methods utilize 

the light fixtures and estimation of pose is done with 

information about robot kinematics. The entire working space 

is established in the form of occupation grid. Path planning is 

resolved by a search algorithm also known as Wavefront 

algorithm [11]. The captured image is processed and light 

fixtures position and orientation on reference frame is 
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detected based on the following steps: 1. Feature extraction, 2. 

Characteristics validation, and 3. Pose calculation. The 

particle filter is used when the starting point of robot is not 

known. The robot localizes itself by considering group of 

particles with circular boundary which has radius less than the 

minimum distance between two light fixtures. By doing so, 

different group of particles which belongs to different light 

fixture can be distinguished.  

The advantages of this type of routing is light fixtures are 

commonly used in any office-type environment, which allow 

the implementation in indoor service robots. However, this 

type of routing having disadvantages of it can only be applied 

in indoor environment with lit up light fixtures. Also, the error 

may be generated in differentiating the real and corresponding 

light fixture because all fixtures are very similar and also the 

symmetry characteristics in most of the widely used light 

fixtures. 

 

Cyber Map 

 

This routing method mounted the laser range scanner on a 

mobile vehicle to construct a global map for the environment. 

Localization is done by scan matching method which 

projecting point and line features on horizontal plane and the 

vertical structure in the environment is detected. The 

algorithm will finds best pose in the GlobalMap by scanning 

around location in CurrentPose. 

The advantages of this type of routing are it can be used in 

outdoor environment surrounded by heavy vegetation and it 

does not require specially designed floor pattern for 

loacalization and navigation. However, this type of routing 

having disadvantages of it requires additional work to 

reconstruct the global map when any changes are made to the 

environment. Also, it tracking will fail when scanning is 

carried out in incomplete section of map. Incomplete section 

of map means that minimal scan coverage is taken in that 

specific area.The authors of the accepted manuscripts will be 

given a copyright form and Registration form at final 

submission. 

 

 

SURF Algorithm 

This method consists of two parts, map creation and pose 

determination. SURF algorithm [13] is used to extract the 

feature points from the environment by using a camera placed 

on the robot. Global map is created by calculating the global 

coordinates of the extracted feature points and then combine 

feature points and global position into map. After global map 

is created, robot can be navigated by comparing captured 

image with the map. From matched points between the image 

and map, series of possible position and orientations of robot 

are obtained. 

The advantage of this type of routing method is it does not 

require specially designed pattern. However, this type of 

routing method having disadvantages of it requires map 

creation. It also requires memory space to store global map 

and the recreation of global map is required when changes is 

made to the environment. 

 

B.  Symbolic Routing 

 

Symbolic routing applies similar techniques used for virtual 

map. Both virtual map and symbolic recognition methods 

apply vision based routing which relies on visual devices 

instead of dead-reckoning and inertial sensors. However, 

storage of global map is not required for symbolic routing. 

Symbolic routing uses symbol on routing path to guide 

direction for moving forward, backward, turn left, right and 

stop. Pattern recognition aims to classify these symbol based 

on the pre-known data extracted from the symbol. 

Comparison between virtual map and global map is not 

available and this comparison is replaced by comparison of 

the captured image with prior knowledge of the symbol such 

as measurement of points in multidimensional space. Since 

there is no global map, pre-stored information such as 

distance and turning angle are not available. The 

measurements of this information need to be conducted once a 

symbol is recognized. The distance of the symbol can be 

known by calculating the symbol’s pixels while angle is 

calculated by using trigonometry theorem. Fig. 2.2 shows the 

process of symbolic recognition and routing. There are two 

recent related studies reviewed, namely: Geometric structure 

robust measurement validation [14], and Visual Pattern 

Recognition by Moment Invariant [15]. 

 

 

 
Fig 2.1: Block Diagram for Virtual Map Routing Process 

 

 
Fig. 2.2: Block diagram for Symbolic Recognition and Routing 
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Geometric Structure Robust Measurement Validation 

 

Geometric structure is used to validate robust measurement in 

target tracking. A gating process is required to minimize 

number of potential measurements which can be used as 

distance measure to separate signals from noise (false alert) in 

target tracking. In the method propose by Yoon and Roberts 

[14], an algorithm which combines the typical gate selection 

scheme and geometric distance measurement is used to find 

target and its related measurements by using the Voronoi 

diagram. The first step in creation of Voronoi diagram is to 

partition the area by grouping every point in the area to the 

nearest site. The example of points grouping is as shown in 

the Fig. 2.3.  

 

 

Fig. 2.3: Points Grouping in Voronoi Diagram 

 

Step (a) Forming of perpendicular bisector between 2 points 

and divide the 2 planes. Plane closer to the right 

points is highlighted.  

Step (b) Collection of points which are close to the right point 

in (a) is found and intersection of both is taken. 

Step (c) The algorithm operates recursively for all points.  

 

Visual Pattern Recognition by Moment Invariant 

 

The work in [15] presented a theory of extracting 2-D moment 

invariants for planar alphabetical characters patterns and 

geometrical patterns in visual images. The complete pattern 

recognition system of moment invariants under translation, 

orthogonal transformations and similitude were derived in 

[15]. The results shown that recognition of alphabetical 

characters patterns and geometrical patterns independently of 

position, size and orientation can be well recognized.  

As selection for guided symbol to be place in the 

surrounding environment for robot navigation, alphabetical 

characters patterns is not suitable due to lacking information 

of distance and turning angle. Therefore, geometrical patterns 

which can provide better information extraction in terms of 

distance and turning angle will be selected as guided symbol.   

As for the Geometrical pattern, three geometric structures 

were under consideration. They were rectangle, triangle and 

circle/ellipse. The rectangle shaped pattern as guided symbol 

was designed by using combination of two rectangles, one 

with bigger size and one with smaller size, as shown in Fig. 

2.4. By using such combination as path guided symbol, 

distance and turning angle information can be calculated by 

obtaining the centroids of both rectangles. The direction can 

also be indicated by recognizing the orientation of both 

rectangular. As example indicates in Fig. 2.4, the orientation 

with smaller rectangle lies before the larger rectangle 

indicates a forward direction. The rectangle shaped pattern as 

guided symbol has advantage of simple design and the pattern 

can be easily recognized. However, the disadvantages of such 

pattern are the shape might vary at different point of view.  

Since the shape is not constant, this designed pattern cannot 

be well recognized by searching robot within its capture 

range.  

 

 
Fig. 2.4: Rectangular shaped pattern 

 

The triangle shaped pattern as guided symbol was 

designed by using a non-equilateral triangle as shown in Fig. 

2.5. The direction, distance and turning angle information can 

be easily calculated. The recognition process is stated as 

below: 

i. Calculate a, b and c. 

ii. Compare the length of a, b and c. 

iii. Determine the vertice that is connecting to two longest 

edges as T. 

iv. Calculate distance of the triangle by using the centroid. 

v. Calculate the angle to new direction by using the centroid 

and vertice T. 

 

The triangular shaped pattern as guided symbol has 

advantages of simple design and the pattern can be easily 

recognized. It also does not require the combination of two 

structures. However, the disadvantages of such pattern are the 

shape might vary at different point of view.  Since the shape is 

not constant, this designed pattern cannot be well recognized 

by searching robot within its capture range. 

 
Fig. 2.5: Triangular shaped pattern 

 

The circle shaped pattern as guided symbol was designed 

by using combination of two circles, one with bigger size and 

one with smaller size, as shown in Fig. 2.6. This design 

applies the same technique as rectangle shaped pattern to 

calculate direction, distance and turning angle. The observed 
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advantages are simple design and the pattern can be easily 

recognized. The most important is it possesses same shape 

from all points of view, therefore its centroid and size 

normalization can be easily exploited. Circle shape symbol 

also can achieve orientation independence, unlike square, 

rectangle, triangle or others shape. The detail discussion for 

circular shaped pattern and the method of extracting its 

direction, distance and turning angle information is covered in 

Section IV. 

 

 
Fig. 2.6: Circle shape pattern 

 

As for the location selection for placing path guided 

symbol, it can be either on ceiling, on wall or on floor. Placing 

path guided symbol on ceiling has the advantage of path 

guided symbol not easily block by moving surrounding 

obstacles. However, it has the disadvantages that for 

minimizing blocking view of path searching and tracking, 

imaging tool has to be mounting on top of the robot, 

inconvenient design for delivery robot with top-side as 

delivery platform. Imaging tool facing upward easily collect 

dust on optical lenses which required frequent cleaning. If the 

ceiling is too high, path guided symbol placed on ceiling 

might not clearly view, it required bigger size of path guided 

symbols. 

 

  Placing path guided symbols on wall has the advantage 

of imaging tool can be freely mounted at any height of the 

robot parallel to the horizontal viewing plane. However, it has 

the disadvantages that the path guided symbols easily block 

by moving obstacles. It also required frequent replacing of 

path guided symbols on track since adding furniture, framed 

paintings, decoration or repainting wall might  blocks certain 

path guided symbols on initial track. If the site is too broad, 

distance to reach wall, path guided symbols placed on wall 

might not clearly view, it required bigger size of symbols. 

 

Placing path guided symbols on floor has the advantages 

of no issue on the height and the broad of the operating site. 

Since path guided symbols are placing on ground level, 

imaging tool on the robot can be located close to ground level 

with better viewing angle and distance. Placing path guided 

symbol on floor following human walking track, imitating 

human viewing capability to follow track on navigation. The 

imaging tool tends to facing downward, uneasy to collect dust 

on lenses.  With such advantages listed above, floor pattern 

tracking is selected in compare to ceiling and wall pattern 

tracking for studying robotic routing in this paper. 

 

 

III. VISION BASED FLOOR PATTERN TRACKING (VBFPT) 

ROBOT ROUTING SYSTEM MODEL 

 

This section illustrates the robotic framework designed to test 

run the developed vision based floor pattern tracking (VBFPT) 

robot routing method. Fig. 3.1 shows the proposed 

framework and the VBFPT robot routing system, including 

the main systems, the subsystems and their supporting 

hardware and software. 

 

A.  Robotic Framework 

 

This subsection describes the process flow of the VBFPT 

robot, hardware and software selection for constructing the 

robot and the completed hardware model. 

 

Process Flow 

 

Fig. 3.2 describes the process flow designed for the VBFPT 

robot routing system. Firstly, the interfacing tool will control 

image capturement from imaging tool (Path A and B). After 

that, the captured image will pass to decision making tool to 

perform image processing for extracting path direction, home 

or destination information (Path C). After the information is 

extracted, decision making tool will return the subsequence 

commands back to interfacing tool (Path D). The interfacing 

tool will then queues up the commands in a list and send them 

one-by-one to Robot Control System through wireless 

communication tool (Path E, F, G). A simple flow control 

algorithm is used between interfacing tool and Revision 

Control System (RCS) embedded in robot hardware control 

system to ensure no command is lost or overwritten 

throughout this process. RCS is a software implementation of 

revision control that automates the storing, retrieval, logging, 

identification, and merging of their revisions. When the last 

command is completed, the RCS will let the Interfacing tool 

know and the interfacing tool will repeat the whole process 

(Path H, I, J). 

 

Hardware and Software Selection 

 

By referring to the designed process flow in Fig. 3.2, the 

components (Hardware and software) required to build 

VBFPT robot routing system includes imaging tool, wireless 

communication tool, image processing software and 

interfacing software. 

 

Imaging Tool 

 

Wireless webcam is preferred over conventional wired 

camera due to its portability and energy saving. Within the 

category of wireless webcam, IP camera is favourable due to 

it uses Wi-Fi connection, which has superior data rate 

compared to Bluetooth webcam. In this paper, DCS-930L was 

chosen due to two reasons: 

 

 Cheaper in hardware price compare to some other IP 

cameras with fine captured image resolution (640 x 

480). 

 Offers ad-hoc connection, which removes the need of a 

router between computer and camera. 
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Project Vision-based Floor Pattern Robot Routing System 

Systems Vision System Intel System Robot Routing System 

Subsystems Image 
Capturing 

Decision 
Making 

Interfacing Communication Motor Control 

Supporting 
hardware and 
software 

IP Webcam 
(DCS-930L) 

PC/Laptop Wireless 
Communication 

(ZigBee) 

Main Control 
Board and 

motors 
(G15) 

Image 
Processing 
Software 
(Scilab) 

Graphical User 
Interface 

(Visual Basic) 

Fig. 3.1: Framework of Robot System 
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Robot 

Hardware 

Control 

System
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I

F
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Fig. 3.2: The Designed Block Diagram for VBFPT Process Flow 

 

Mobile Robot System

Computer

ZigBee RF 

Transceiver 

Board

ZigBee RF 

Transceiver 

Board

Main 

Control 

Board

Wireless Communication

Battery
Wireless

Webcam

G15 

Motors

(Wheels)

Wi-Fi Communication

G15 Motors

(Camera)

Power 

Bank

Control

Data line with 5V power supply

12V Power supply

5V Power supply

Data line with 12V power supply
  

Fig. 3.3: Completed Hardware model 

 

 

Wireless Communication Tool 

 

Five choices were shortlisted for wireless communication tool 

selection. The cheapest choice is the infrared transmitter and 

receiver set. However, it is not a good choice as the 

communication range will be very short [17] and it operates 

line-of-sight coverage only [18]. The second choice is the 

Radio Frequency (RF) modules. They have good speed and 

distance coverage, and not limited to line of sight coverage 

only. It has very fundamental design which consists of a 

transmitter and receiver. Nonetheless, its reliability depends 

on the system designed by the designer, which means designer 

has to do more work to ensure the consistency of the 

communication link [19]. 

 

Bluetooth is a popular choice and it is listed as the third 

option in this paper. It supports very good bit rates but its 

communication range is short, which usually expand up to 10 

meters only [20]. The fourth choice is the Wi-Fi modules. It 

has the highest speed of all with very good coverage area, but 

the price is very expensive.  

 

The fifth choice is the ZigBee modules. ZigBee is 

designed for small, low-power uses such as robots. It has long 

distance coverage with very low power consumption, and the 
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built-in protocols allowing it to form reliable communication 

networks with other ZigBee [21]. For these reason ZigBee 

was chosen as wireless communication modules in this paper. 

 

 

Image Processing Software 

 

Image processing software is the focus point in this robot 

system as it is the subsystem that will drive the robot by 

processing the image capture and then locates and decides the 

next destination to go. As Scilab is freeware, for research 

purpose, Scilab is chosen as the image processing software at 

current stage. It can be further implement on Matlab or 

Mathematica in future. 

 

Interfacing software 

 

Interfacing software acts as the intermediate unit between 

image processing software and wireless communication 

device. It allows the operators to control the robot manually or 

initiate the robot to operate by itself through the assistance of 

image processing software. 

 

The choice of interface software largely depends on the 

preferences of the programmer. In this paper, Visual Basic by 

Microsoft is chosen since it offers a quick solution to program 

a reliable and multifunctional GUI. Other choices such as 

Java program, C# or C++ can be used as well; with C++ has 

the reputation of capable to produce the program of the higher 

speed but takes longer time to write a complete program. The 

decision to choose Visual Basic over the other languages is 

further motivated by the fact that Visual Basic has the built-in 

function to access authorized IP camera such as DCS-930L.  

 

Completed Hardware Model 

 

Fig. 3.3 pictures the completed hardware model for the 

VBFPT robot routing system based on the designed block 

diagram. The computer performs most of the processing 

operation for the robot routing system, including the image 

processing and interfacing function. It also developed with 

GUI function for human operator to operate the robot 

manually. ZigBee RF Transceiver Board contains the ZigBee 

modules mounted on the ZigBee board. The two ZigBee 

modules communicate with each other through low power RF 

signals. Main Control Board controls the actions of the robot 

such as rotating the wireless webcam or travel robot around. It 

receive commands from computer via ZigBee and controls 

the motors based on the commands. G15 motors are selected 

due to the reason that they are high precision servo motors 

which can receive commands from the main board in the form 

of half-duplex serial data. One G15 motor applies to control 

the rotation of the wireless webcam and another two G15 

motors are applied to control the wheels’ movement. Power 

bank is the power supply prepared solely for power up the 

wireless webcam. It can directly supply 5V and 1.2A of power 

to the wireless webcam without voltage conversion. This 

might overcome power surge damaging webcam problem if 

sharing power supplies were practiced. A separated 12V 

battery is used to supplies power to the rest of the robot 

component.  

 

B.   Robot Structural Design and fabrication 

 

A robot structure has to be designed and fabricated in order to 

run-test the effectiveness of the VBFPT method. The design 

requirements of the robot are as listed below: 

 

a) A machine capable to move forward, backward and 

rotate left or right at any angle. 

b) A platform for placing all the required components. 

c) A holder with adjustable height to hold the imaging tool, 

and capable to rotate the imaging tool at specific angle 

and to allow the vision of the camera free from 

obstacles. 

d) Actuators capable to support the weight of the whole 

structure. 

e) Imaging tool capable to stays in the pivot of rotation 

while the whole structure is rotating. 

 

Several autonomous visual navigation mobile robots 

designed by past researchers were studied in order to improve 

the robot design in this paper. The first one is the four wheeled 

robot in Fig. 3.4 [22], where it designed as the rear wheels are 

driven and front wheels perform the steering. This type of 

four-wheeled robot design is not suitable for the proposed 

navigation robot in this paper as it is unable to perform 

rotation tasks. The second approach is a patrol service robot 

[23] as shown in Fig. 3.5, where the mobility of the robot is 

controlled using 3 driven omni-directional wheels. The 3 

omni-direction wheel design in this robot allows rotation and 

movement at all directions. However, the design is costly and 

the requirement of the robot in this paper to be tested only 

requires few simple movements for accuracy in positioning. 

Hence, it is not adopted here. The third approach is a Pioneer 

3DX as shown in Fig. 3.6 [24]. This robot consists of 2 driven 

wheels and a castor wheel at the rear. It serves to be a better 

design meeting the requirement of the robot structure to be 

used for VBFPT. Therefore, the proposed robot in this paper 

is modified with two differentially driven wheels at the middle 

of a square base together, with two ball wheels in front and 

behind the base as shown in Fig. 3.7. Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 

shows the orthographic view and robot movement view for 

the proposed robot design respectively.  

Unlike the Pioneer 3DX, the proposed robot adopted two 

supporting wheels to increase the size of the base for the 

placement of the components. The proposed robot will be 

able to move forward/backward when both wheels move at 

the same direction and same speed. To perform rotation, both 

wheels will turn at opposite direction and at the same speed. 

Aluminum material is selected to build the robot structural 

due to its high strength and light weighted characteristics [25]. 

Square hollow aluminum bars were used to build a square 

base and a tower at the middle of the base to hold the wireless 

webcam. The wireless webcam is elevated and placed at the 

middle of the base so that it will turn on the pivot of rotation 

and its view will not obstructed by the components. The 

wireless webcam is designed to be able to rotate up and down 

manually and also left and right by a servo motor. The same 
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types of servo motors were also selected to drive the moving 

robot’s wheels. 

 

 

Fig. 3.4: Four-wheeled robot 

 

Fig. 3.5: Patrol Service robot 

 

Fig. 3.6: Pioneer 3DX 

 

Fig. 3.7: The Proposed Robot Design 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 3.8: Orthographic view of robot 
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Fig. 3.9: Robot moving forward and rotate 

 

IV. VARIANT-SIZE CIRCULAR FLOOR PATTERN DESIGN AND 

SELECTION 

 

In this section, floor pattern design for path navigation, home 

and destination are discussed. The placement of floor pattern 

on-site is also determined and formulas are developed to 

establish the relationship between certain factors that 

determines the placement of floor pattern on-site.  

 

A.   Floor pattern design for path navigation 

 

The design of floor pattern is crucial for an accurate detection 

and calculation of distance and direction for mobile robot 

navigation. The floor pattern design as shown in Fig. 4.1 is in 

black colour. This grayscale design forms a big contrast that 

allows the floor pattern to be easily detected. This floor 

pattern is designed to navigate the mobile robot along the 

travelling path to the desired destination. Circular shape is 

used instead of other geometric shape because it is invariance 

under geometrical transformations. The floor pattern is 

designed such that it is constant in shape from different 

viewing angle. Information that can be abstract from this floor 

pattern design includes direction, distance and angle. The 

floor pattern is designed with combination of two different 

size of circles to indicate forward direction and preventing the 

mobile robot in moving to opposite direction. When the 

mobile robot is moving from home position to destination, the 

designed floor pattern will be seen as smaller circle lying 

below the larger circle. In contrast, the floor pattern will be 

seen as reversed when the robot moves back from destination 

to home.   

In practical environment, the circles of floor pattern are 

detected as ellipse instead of circular shaped. As of the lateral 

view from imaging tool mounted on mobile robot, the circles 

are flatted and manifest themselves in ellipses. Therefore, 

ellipse will be used to describe the floor pattern design in the 

following passage. Fig. 4.1 shows the top view of the 

designed floor pattern and Fig. 4.2 show the lateral view of 

the designed floor pattern. Calculation of distance and angle 

of floor pattern from mobile robot’s position is based on the 

information extracted from centroid of both ellipses. The 

method used to detect object in images is Thresholding and 

Blob Analysis as described in [15]. The objects are detected 

in the image by searching connected areas of true pixels. The 

detailed algorithm for detection of connected areas is 

described in [16]. By using the blob analysis algorithm which 

is implemented in Scilab, the centroid of detected object is 

abstracted.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4.1: Top view of floor pattern design 

 

 
Fig. 4.2: Lateral view of floor pattern design 

 

 

Fig. 4.3 shows the real image captured by the wireless 

webcam (DCS-930L) mounted on VBFPT mobile robot as 

constructed in Section III. The image capture by the wireless 

webcam has a resolution of 640 x 480, where 640 is the 

number of pixel in horizontal x-axis and 480 is the number of 

pixel in vertical y-axis. The designed floor pattern which 

indicates forward direction has the following characteristics, 

 

1. Consists of two ellipses with different sizes, 

2. Both ellipse should not lies too far from each other 

(<Dmax), 

3. When robot moving from home to destination, small 

ellipse of designed floor pattern lies nearer to robot, 

4.  When robot moving from destination to home, large 

ellipse of designed floor pattern lies nearer to robot. 

 

Major axis 

Minor axis 
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Fig. 4.3: Two dimensional image captured by wireless 

webcam. 

 

The colour of designed floor pattern can be manipulated 

according to the demand of application. When the number of 

destination increases, different colour of floor pattern is 

designed to represents each destination and their respective 

paths. In this paper, three colours are selected to represent 

each destination. Red, green and blue colours are selected 

because they are easy to be differentiated from each other 

based on their representative values in RGB and HSV colour 

models. In RGB colour models, colour are represented by 

mixture of red, green and blue components. The selected 

colours are easy to be differentiated because they are 

represented by single component in RGB colour model. Since 

Hue component represents colour type in HSV colour model, 

colours which have larger difference in Hue range are more 

preferable. Red, green and blue colours are more preferable 

because their ranges in Hue component are further away from 

each other. Fig. 4.4 shows the design of path routing floor 

pattern in red, green and blue. 

 

 
Fig: 4.4: Multi Path routing floor pattern design 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.5: Distance and angle between floor pattern and robot 

(Top view). 

 

The centroid obtained from blob analysis is applied into 

trigonometric equation that yields distance and angles 

calculation. The relationship between both circle and robot’s 

position is shown in Fig. 4.5. The objective of distance and 

angle calculation is to obtain the distance from robot to large 

ellipse, DL, angle from robot to large ellipse, AL and robot 

rotation angle to face next path, θR  as shown in Fig. 4.5. The 

robot will moves rotate and move to the large ellipse based on 

the calculated DL and AL.  When it reaches the large ellipse, the 

robot will turn towards the new direction based on θR and stay 

there, continue seeking for the next pattern to move on. 

 

Distance for both ellipses are calculated by using 

Pythagoras theorem as shown in equation (1) and (2).  

 

           (1) 

           (2) 
 

where, 

    DL = Distance of large ellipse from robot, 

    DS = Distance of small ellipse from robot, 

    DpL
 
= Depth of large ellipse from robot, 

    DpS
 
= Depth of large ellipse from robot, 

LDL = Lateral distance of large ellipse from       

           robot, 

LDS = Lateral Distance of large ellipse from  

           robot, 

 

Angle to the larger circle is  

           (3) 

 

Distance between large and small ellipses is  

              (4) 

 

The robot rotation angle to face next path is 

R   

 

θR = cos
-1            

(5) 

 

The method to calculate depth and lateral distance will be 

discussed in subsection C. 

 

 

B.   Floor Pattern design for home and destination 

 

 

The characteristics of home and destination floor pattern 

design are similar with floor pattern designed for path 

navigation which includes the following characteristics: 

 

 Invariance under geometrical transformation, 

 Provide information such as direction and distance,  

 Different from floor pattern designed for path 

navigation. 

 

Different sizes of circular pattern apply in floor pattern design 

for both home and destination to ensure these patterns are 

detectable from different viewing angle and indicate forward 

DS 

DS2L 

DL 

DpS2L 

LDS2

L 

LDS 

LDL 

DpL 

DpS 

AL 

θR 

θR 

Robot 
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direction to prevent the reverse movement of mobile robot. 

The number of circles in the home and destination floor 

pattern design is increase to differentiate them from the path 

navigation floor pattern. Fig. 4.6 shows the design for home 

position pattern and Fig. 4.7 shows the design for destination 

position pattern. Floor pattern which represents home 

position consists of a large ellipse lies between two equally 

small ellipses. In contrast, the destination position pattern has 

a small ellipse lying in between two equally large ellipses. 

When a home position or destination position floor pattern is 

recognized, mobile robot will rotates and moves toward the 

centered ellipse by using equation (1) and (3) in subsection A.  

 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 4.7: Destination position floor pattern design 

 

 

C.   Pattern Placement Determination 

The formula used to determine the distance between the base 

of the robot and point of interest, and the assisting formulas 

are to be derived in this subsection. The basic trigonometry 

layout to determine the relationship between the height of 

camera from ground, the distance of subject from camera and 

the tilting angle of the camera are to be designed. 

 

Fig. 4.8 shows the yz-plane view (side view) of the 

trigonometry layout for the camera mounting on VBFPT 

robot and the pattern placed on the floor. Fig. 4.9 shows the 

xy-plane view (top view) of the layout. 

α

β

θ

θ

α

l

d

h

Horizontal line

Upper limit 

angle of vision

Lower limit 

angle of vision

Centre of 

vision
Subject of 

interest

rZ

Y

Camera

 

Fig. 4.8: Side view of trigonometry layout 

w

r
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φ
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to subject
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A

Y

X

Ψ

Horizontal 
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view
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from 
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lens to 

subject

 

Fig. 4.9: Top view of the layout 

To find the vertical angle from the centre of vision to 

subject of interest (floor pattern), β and the horizontal angle of 

subject from the centre line of wireless webcam’s view φ, the 

captured image is divided from the wireless webcam into two 

segments for vertical lines and two segments for horizontal 

lines as depicted in Fig. 4.10. The right portions of the 

horizontal lines are positive ratio values, while the left 

portions are negative ratio values. For vertical lines, the 

bottom portions are positive ratio values while top portions 

are negative ratio values. The ratio is the position of the 

subject with respect to the centre line. 

- +

0 1-1

+

-

0

-1

1
Horizontal Lines 

(ϕ)

Vertical Lines 

(β)

 
Fig. 4.10: Horizontal segments and vertical segments for 

captured image 

 

for captured image 

 

Fig. 4.11: Height and width indication of a captured image 

The ratios are calculated as below: 

 

 

 

 
 

Some basic trigonometry formulas are also formed from 

the layouts: 

 

Fig. 4.6: Home position floor pattern design 
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The length from the base of camera to the centre of its vision, 

               (6) 

 
The distance from subject to the base of the camera, 

            (7) 

 
The vertical angle from the centre of vision to subject, 

              (8) 
 

The horizontal distance of subject from the centre line of 

camera’s view, 

           (9) 
 

The horizontal angle of subject from the centre line of 

camera’s view, 

 
 

The distance from the lens to subject, 

 
 

Where:  

r1 is the ratio of vertical lines,    

r2 is the ration of horizontal lines,  

h is the height of the lens from ground,  

θ is the camera’s tilt angle,  

α is the vertical viewing angle of camera,  

Ψ is the vertical viewing angle of camera, 

A is the horizontal angle of subject from the centre vertical 

line from camera’s base. 

 

The distance of target area from the robot , 

 

   (10) 

 
and the distance from subject to the base of the camera 
as in eq(7) and eq(8): 
 

                        (11)   

 

Based on Pythagoras Theorem, derived from equation (7) 

and (9), the angle of the target from the centre vertical line of 

the robot is: 

 

            (12) 

 
Equation (10) consists of six variables, two of them (r1 and 

r2) changes throughout the robot’s operation, while the other 

four (θ, α, Ψ and h) are supposedly fixed all along. These four 

constant variables are determined before the robot’s operation 

starts and should remain unchanged during the operation. 

 

The height of the lens from ground, h is decided by the 

human operator where it is the height from the lens to ground. 

Three remaining parameters:  θ, α and Ψ are needed to 

determine. Some imaging tool manufacturers will provide the 

viewing angle parameters in their product datasheets, and they 

can be used to determine θ, α and Ψ without going through 

their formulation process. However, if these information is 

unavailable, the following methods can be performed to 

obtain θ, α and Ψ respectively. 

 

Method to determine vertical angle of vision, α 

 

To obtain the imaging tool’s angle of vision, α at vertical axis, 

two reference points on the ground are needed. One reference 

point will be exactly focus on the centre of the imaging tool’s 

viewing frame, and another reference point is k distance away 

from the first reference point, along the vertical axis as shown 

in Fig. 4.12 and Fig. 4.13. The distance of second reference 

point from the base of imaging tool will be 

 

Using trigonometry properties 

 

       (13) 

Let d2 - d1 = k, where d1 is the distance from the first reference 

point to the base of imaging tool and k is the distance between 

the first and the second reference points. l the distance 

between the first reference point and base of imaging tool. 

Since the first reference point is at the centre of the imaging 

tool’s view, d1 is equal to l. 

 

 

Rearranging the expression and from equation (8), the vertical 

angle of vision  

     (14) 

where k is the distance between the first and the second 

reference points, h is the height of imaging tool position 

measured from the ground level, l is the distance between the 

first reference point and base of imaging tool, and r1 is the 

ratio of the second reference point’s pixel coordinate y in the 

capture image to the height of the image. Independent 

variables k, h and l can be preset by human operator while r1 

extracted from the captured image.  

 

 
Fig. 4.12: Top view of setup to find α 
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Fig. 4.13: Image view of setup to find α 

 

Method to determine horizontal angle of vision, Ψ 

 

Similar to the method of finding α, two reference points are 

needed to determine horizontal angle of vision, Ψ. The first 

reference point will be exactly focus on the imaging tool 

viewing frame whereas the second point is place at k distance 

along the horizontal axis, as shown in Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15. 

 

From equation (9), 

 

 
 

 

Since the first point is at the centre, w is equal to k and d is 

equal to l. hence, the horizontal angle of vision 

           (15) 

where k, l and h are the same parameters applied in the 

method of finding α. r2 is the ratio of the second reference 

point’s pixel coordinate x in the capture image to the width of 

the image. 

 

 
Fig. 4.14: Top view of setup to find Ψ 

 
Fig. 4.15: Image view of setup to find Ψ 

 

Method to determine  imaging tool’s tilt angle, θ 

 

To obtain the imaging tool’s tilt angle, θ, the imaging tool is 

first tilted to the outlined angle before applying the following 

formula to get θ. The distance between a pre-set reference 

point and the base of imaging tool is 

 

 

         (16) 

Single reference point is needed along the vertical axis, where 

h is the height of camera from ground and . θ 

should be fixed from this section onwards as slight variation 

in the angle will cause the distance results to be inaccurate. 

 

 
Fig. 4.16: Top view of setup to find θ 

 
Fig. 4.17: Image view of setup to find θ 

 

Summary steps to determine α, Ψ and θ 

 

1. Set values for k, h and l. Setup the equipments following 

the values. 

2. Find α and Ψ. 

3. Set value for d. Set and fix the values for h and θ. Setup 

the equipments following the values. 

4. Find θ. 

 

Any changes in h and θ after this process will result in 

inaccurate D (the distance from robot to point of interest) and 

A (the angle from robot to point of interest) values; therefore 

proper setting must be taken in order to avoid altering these 

two parameters. 

Determining D and A 

 

After obtaining θ, α, Ψ and h, the distance from robot to 

targeted area, D and its angle, A can now calculated based on 

r1 and r2 using equation (10) and (11).  
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Fig. 4.18: Top view of setup to find point of interest 

 

 
Fig. 4.19: Imaging tool viewing frame, setup to find point of 

interest 

 

V.  VISUAL BASED FLOOR PATTERN TRACKING (VBFPT) 

ALGORITHM 

 

In this section, the VBFPT algorithm that is implemented in 

the fabricated mobile robot in Section III is elaborated in the 

following steps. 

 

Step 1: Capture image: An on-site image is captured by using 

the recommended wireless imaging tool.  

 

Step 2: Ellipse recognition:  

(i) The RGB values of captured image are transformed 

to HSV colour model. 

(ii) Denote SRed, SGreen and SBlue as upper filtering limit 

for Saturation component of red, green and blue 

colours. 

(iii) Filter objects from background by using SRed, SGreen 

and SBlue.. 

(iv) Filter non-target colour by using hue component of 

HSV colour model. 

(v) Set background and non-target colour to 0 while the 

remaining to 1. 

(vi) Set SSE as structuring element of closing process and 

apply closing technique with SSE =1. 

(vii) Denote a threshold value, T, which indicates the 

minimum object size and eliminate those which are 

less than T. Fig. 5.1 shows the resultant image after 

Step 2(vii). 

(viii) Obtain the two dimensional centroid’s coordinate 

and boundaries for each detected object in the image. 

The boundaries include the coordinate of top, 

bottom, left and right pixels of each object. 

(ix) Apply the characteristic of ellipse [16], 

 

m1 + n1 = m2 + n2  (17) 

 

as shown in Fig. 5.2 to each blob to identify ellipse 

shaped object, where m1 and n1 are the distance from 

M to P1 and P1 to N respectively and m2 and n2 are 

the distance from M to P2 and P2 to N respectively. M 

and N are the foci of ellipse. Blob that did not satisfy 

equation (17) is eliminated.  

 

(x) In the case where no ellipse or no object detected, 

proceed to Step 4.  

 

 
Fig. 5.1: Resultant Image after Step 2(vii) 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.2: Characteristic of ellipse 

Step 3: Identification of forward pattern from all detected 

ellipse: 

 

(i) Group ellipses with DpS2L < Dpmax and LDS2L < LDmax 

as shown in Fig. 5.3, where:  

Threshold depth between two ellipses, Dpmax = VR / n,  

Threshold lateral distance between two ellipses, 

LDmax = HR / n, with n is the maximum number of 

paired ellipses exist in the image frame. VR and HR 

denoted in Fig. 4.11 are the height and width 

indication of a captured image. 

 

m1 
n1 

f 
g 

P1 

m1 

n2 

f g 

P2
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Fig. 5.3: Allowable distance between ellipses 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.4: Prohibited distance between ellipses 

(ii) Extract paired ellipses: Denote number of paired 

ellipses as G. Extracted G’s ellipses, store them in a 

data pool. If no paired ellipses detected, G = 0 and 

proceed to searching ellipse by scanning surrounding 

floor in Step 4. 

 

(iii) Remove similar sized paired ellipse, Rm < R from G in 

data pool, where Rm = ML - Ms, is the difference 

between length of major axis of ellipses in the group 

and R is the maximum acceptable threshold value of 

Rm, by preference set equal to 
2

LM  because the 

diameter of large circle in the floor pattern designed is 

twice of the diameter of small circle in the floor 

pattern. ML is the length of major axis for larger 

ellipse and Ms is the length of major axis for smaller 

ellipse as shown in Fig. 5.5. If no paired ellipses is left 

in the data pool (G=0), then proceed to searching 

ellipse by scanning surrounding floor in Step 4. 

  

 
 

Fig. 5.5: Major axis of large ellipse and small ellipse 

smaller than R . 

 

 
 

Fig. 5.6: Major axis of large ellipse and small ellipse 

larger than R. 

 
(iv) Home and destination pattern recognition. From the 

remaining paired ellipses left in data pool, if two 

paired ellipses group of forward pattern shared the 

same small ellipse or large ellipse which indicates 

home or destination pattern, then denote the center 

shared ellipse as large ellipse in P and proceed to Step 

5.  

(v) If no home or destination pattern recognized, 

eliminate pairs which does not indicate forward 

direction form data pool. XL < XS indicates forward 

direction for home to destination as shown in Fig. 5.7 

while XL > XS indicates forward direction for 

destination to home Fig. 5.8. XL and XS are the 

horizontal centroid coordinates of large and small 

ellipse respectively.  

 

 
Fig. 5.7: Floor pattern indicating forward direction for 

home to destination routing (XL < XS). 

 
Fig. 5.8: Floor pattern indicating forward direction for 

destination to home routing (XL > XS). 

DpS2L < Dpmax 

LDS2L < LDmax 

DpS2L > Dpmax 

LDS2L > LDmax 

ML 

MS 

ML 

MS 

XL 

XS 

XL 

XS 
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(vi) Find nearest paired ellipse from data pool: If there is 

remaining paired ellipse in data pool, G≠ 0, denote the 

paired ellipses with smallest DsI as P as shown in Fig. 

5.9, where DSI is the imaginary distance of small 

ellipse in each group of forward pattern from robot 

and proceed to real distance and angle calculation in 

Step 5. 

(vii) If no remaining paired ellipse in data pool, G = 0, 

proceed to searching ellipse by scanning surrounding 

floor in Step 4 when no remaining paired ellipse in 

data pool. 

 
(a)  (b) 

Fig. 5.9: (a) Floor pattern placement from camera’s direction 

(b) Closest floor pattern is recognized 

 

Step 4: Search ellipse by scanning surrounding floor:  

When there is no forward pattern in capture zone, 

denote θMax as the maximum acceptable range for 

camera rotation to the right. Denote θsearch as the angle 

of rotation for each search which is 30⁰, SRZ as 

indicator of robot position in diamond shape path 

finding and SRT as a indicator of camera rotation in 

hemisphere path finding. Proceed with 

diamond-shape path finding in step 4(i) when SRT is 

smaller than 6, else proceed to hemisphere path 

finding in step 4(ii). 

 

(i) Diamond shape path finding, 

Case 1: SRZ = 0 

1) Rotate camera to origin. 

2) Rotate robot to the right by 45⁰ to avoid obstacle 

and send command to move robot for a distance, 

M.  

3) Rotate robot back to centre position by  -45⁰. 

4) Set SRT  = 0 and SRZ = SRZ +1. 

5) Repeat step 1 for new cycle.  

 

Case 2: SRZ = 1 

1) Rotate camera to origin. 

2) Rotate robot to the left by 90⁰ to avoid obstacle 

and send command to move robot for a distance, 

2MD*sin45⁰.  

3) Rotate robot back to centre position by 90⁰ 

4) Set SRT  = 0 and SRZ = SRZ +1. 

5) Repeat step 1 for new cycle.  

 

Case 1: SRZ = 2 

1) Rotate camera to origin. 

2) Rotate robot to the right by 45⁰ to avoid obstacle 

and send command to move robot for a distance, 

M.  

3) Rotate robot back to centre position by  -45⁰. 

4) Set SRT  = 0 and SRZ = 0. 

5) Repeat step 1 for new cycle.  

 

(ii) Hemisphere path finding, 

Case 1: SRT  is odd value 

1) Determine camera’s turning angle, , to the 

next searching range on right side with equation 

(18). 

     (18) 

 

2) Transmit turning angle to main control to turn 

camera. 

3) Increment SRT by 1. 

Case 2: SRT is even value 

1) Determine camera’s turning angle, , to the 

next searching range on left side with equation 

(19). 

  (19) 

 

2) Transmit turning angle to main control to turn 

camera. 

3) Increment SRZ by 1. 

 

Step 5: Distance and angles calculation:  

 

(i) Calculate real lateral distance, LD and depth, Dp, of 

both ellipses in P from robot’s position by using the 

equation (9) and (11). 

 

(ii) Calculate real distance of ellipses in P by using 

Pythagoras theorem as in equation (1) and/or (2). 

 

DtS 

P 
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(iii) Calculate angle of large ellipse in P from robot’s 

position by using equation (3). 

 

(iv) If number of ellipse in P is more than 1, calculate 

distance between ellipses, DS2L by using equation (4). 

a. Calculate angle to face next guided path, θR , by 

using Equation (5). 

b. Determine turning direction of θR by verifying 

the following conditions, 

1. When AL > AS, direction of θR: 

 Clockwise. 

2. When AL<AS, direction of θR: 

 anticlockwise 

 

(v) Draw bounding box around the targeted pattern and 

label with the distance of each ellipse of the identified 

floor pattern as shown in Fig. 5.10. 

 
Fig. 5.10: Resultant image after step 5(v) 

 

 

Step 6: Align floor pattern to centre axis of image frame: If AL 

equals to 0⁰ proceed to Step 7, else,  

(i) Transmit AL to rotate robot until the large ellipse is 

aligned at the centre axis. 

(ii) Repeat Step 1 for new cycle. 

 

The purpose of aligning the floor pattern to centre is to 

ensure home or destination pattern is not treated as 

guided path pattern. Besides, this step can also improve 

the accuracy of the calculated distance and angles of 

ellipse from robot. 

 

Step 7: Output distance and angles to robot:  

Transmits ,  and θR to the control terminal. 

 

Step 8: Arrival at home or destination:  

A. Case1: arrival at destination: Robot rotates 180⁰ and 

repeat Step 1 for new cycle to move back to home. 

B. Case 2: arrival at home: Process ended. 

C. Case 3: none of the above: repeat Step 1 for new cycle. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

In this section, physical experiments are carried out on the 

proposed VBFPT algorithm on robot routing. Several 

experiments are conducted to determine the optimum 

parameters stated w i t h in the algorithm. The setting of the 

experiment is at Center for Robotic and Automation Lab, 

Faculty of Engineering and Technology, Multimedia 

University, 75450 Melaka, Malaysia. Subsection A discusses 

the optimum setting range for tilting angle and height of 

camera. Subsection B discusses the single path routing 

conducted on clean background. Subsection C discusses the 

multiple paths routing conducted on harsh background. 

Subsection D discusses the performance of the robot routing 

system in different light luminance level. Subsection E 

discusses the capability of guided path finding on VBFPT 

algorithm. 

 

A.   Setting Optimum Range for Tilting Angle and Height 

of Camera 

For the robot system to work efficiently, tilting angle, θ and 

height of camera, h have to be set with optimum values. Based 

on the vertical angle of view of the camera α, the camera 

should be focus at the ground at the angle θ > α. This would 

bring two benefits to the system: 1) the camera would not 

capture image of horizon, thus the image capturing can be 

focused on object on the ground much closer to the camera 

without immense divergence; 2) unrelated objects at far 

distance would not be captured and thus would not distort the 

image processing. 

DCS-930L wireless webcam is used by the robot structure 

as imaging tool. It has vertical angle of view at 17.25° and 

lens height of 6.5cm. The imaging tool is tilted for more than 

17.25° to make it focus on the ground level image 

capturement. As the tilting angle θ increases, the maximum 

viewing range of the camera decreases and thus floor pattern 

need to be put closer to each other. This increases the number 

of symbols needed between home and destination positions. 

Therefore optimum range of tilting angle set will be between 

20° and 45°. Hence, a tilted angle θ =20° is well selected in 

this paper for maximize the coverage of nearest symbols 

placed. 

The height of imaging tool h is important variable and it 

should be set realistically. Since the imaging tool should have 

a base to operate on, the minimum imaging tool height from 

ground h should be around 30cm. As for maximum height 

1.5m was set to replicate the height of a normal humanoid 

robot.  

The horizontal viewing angle of camera is 34.5° and the 

vertical viewing angle of camera is 45.3°, height of camera 

from ground fixed with 0.37meter. This allows the maximum 

number of paired ellipse, n, existed in the image frame is 4. 

From there, the camera has resolution HR (640 pixels) x VR 

(480 pixels). From there, it can be further calculated that 

Dpmax = 120 and LDmax = 160. The parameters, DpS2L, LDS2L, 

ML, MS, XL, XS, DpL, LDL, DL, AL, DS, AS and θR, are all 

measured from the captured image. 

To evaluate the proposed VBFPT algorithm described in 

Section V, a series of physical experiment test was conducted 
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using randomly organized Home-Destination-Home guided 

path test cases. Each test case consisted of one Home floor 

pattern, 10 guided path directed pattern and one destination 

pattern in a. research lab test-site with the dimension of 12 

meters x 12 meters. 1000 different path cases were generated. 

An example test site was shown in Fig. 6.1. 

 

 
Fig. 6.1: Example test site. 

 

B.   Single Path Clean Background Routing 

 

1000 experiments were conducted to study the performance 

of algorithm for the robot to travel from Home to Destination 

on clean background. In this test, single destination was used 

and the floor pattern selected is black in colour. Out of the 

1000 experiments conducted, 942 success cases and 58 failed 

cases were recorded, results in success rate of 94.2%. The 58 

cases can be further classified into three main cause 

categories, which are: misrecognition of floor pattern, partial 

capture of path routing floor pattern and wrong ellipse 

grouping. 

 

Cause Category 1: Misrecognition of Floor Pattern 

 

45% of the 58 failed cases were caused by misrecognition of 

destination floor pattern as path routing floor pattern when the 

destination floor pattern was not fully capture in the image. 

An example is shown in Fig. 6.2. In the figure, partial (only 2 

ellipses) of destination floor pattern were captured, results in 

misrecognition of these 2 ellipses as path routing floor pattern. 

Since destination floor pattern is misrecognized, the robot 

failed to identify its correct position and perform the right 

task. 

This problem was resolved by aligning the centre ellipse to 

the centre of image to ensure that the whole destination floor 

pattern lies within the capture range. Fig. 6.3 shows the 

correct recognition of destination floor pattern application of 

Step 6 in the proposed VBFPT algorithm. 

 
Fig. 6.2: Misrecognition of destination floor pattern 

 
Fig. 6.3: Corrected recognition of destination floor pattern 

recognition 

 

Cause Category 2: Partial Capture of Path Routing Floor 

Pattern 

39% of 58 failed cases were caused by failure in floor pattern 

detection during path finding process. Fig. 6.4(a) shows an 

example for one of the path routing floor patterns is partially 

captured. Fig. 6.4(b) shows the image captured after camera 

rotated by angle to next searching range, θsearch during 

hemisphere path finding process. After performed camera 

rotation, the captured floor pattern was still failed to fully lies 

within the capture range because there was no overlapped 

range between these two images when θsearch equals to or 

larger than twice of the horizontal viewing angle. In order to 

overcome this problem, a smaller value of θsearch was chosen 

to ensure that the floor pattern could be fully detected during 

path finding process. Fig. 6.4(c) shows that the floor pattern 

lies within the searching range when the same path finding 

process is conducted with smaller θsearch selected, which is 30⁰ 
in these cases. A bigger θsearch selection will cause overlooked 

cases as in Fig. 6.4(a) and Fig. 6.4(b), whereas a smaller θsearch 

selection will cause spending longer searching time. A 

justified selection of θsearch might balance both under 

coverage and optimum time expenditure.    

 

 
(a)  (b)  (c) 

Fig. 6.4: (a) Ellipse partially captured (b) Floor pattern 

partially captured during path finding (c) Corrected floor 

pattern recognition 

 

Cause Category 3: Wrong Ellipse Grouping 

 

16% of 58 failed cases were caused by wrong ellipse grouping 

when the grouping process is conducted based on the resultant 

distance between ellipses. Fig. 6.5(a) shows an example of 

grouping the ellipses pairs. The small ellipse is grouped with 

two ellipses labelled with 1 on its right and left sides. The 

small ellipse supposed to be grouped with ellipse on the right 

and recognized as path routing floor pattern. However, due to 

the wrong grouping, the floor pattern is recognized as home 

position. The small ellipse is wrongly grouped with the left 
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ellipse because it has resultant distance which is similar to the 

correct pair in Fig. 6.5(b).  

 

Instead of resultant distance, to resolve such problem, 

depth and lateral distance between ellipses are used to 

determine ellipses grouping. Although both pairs (small and 

left ellipses in Fig. 6.5(a) and pair in Fig. 6.5(b)) have similar 

resultant distance, but the depth difference between ellipses in 

both pairs has big contrast. The pair in Fig. 6.5(a) has smaller 

depth difference while pair in Fig. 6.5(b) has larger depth 

difference. Therefore, the small and left ellipses were not be 

grouped when depth and lateral distance were used to replace 

resultant distance as the criteria in ellipse grouping. Fig. 6.5(c) 

shows correct floor pattern recognition after the new 

proposed method (with depth and lateral distance info 

embedded) is applied in Step 3(i) of the proposed VBFPT 

algorithm.  

 

 
(a)  (b)  (c) 

 

Fig. 6.5: (a) Wrong ellipse grouping (b) Permitted resultant 

distance (c) Corrected ellipse grouping and floor pattern 

recognition 

 

 

C.   Multi Paths Harsh Background Routing 

 

1000 experiments were conducted to study the performance 

of the algorithm. The test was conducted on harsh background. 

The experiments involved three paths of red, green and blue 

colour floor patterns respectively. The end result shows 953 

succeed and 47 failed cases out of 1000 attempts, measuring 

up to 95.3% success rate. The 47 cases can be further 

classified into three main cause categories, which are: 

incomplete ellipse detection by using RGB colour model, 

incomplete background filter by using Hue component and 

incomplete ellipse recognition under dark condition. 

 

Cause Category 1: Incomplete Ellipse Detection by Using 

RGB Colour Model 

 

52% of the 47 failed cases were due to incomplete ellipse 

detection when the image was segmented based on RGB 

colour model. Initially, RGB colour model was used for 

colour detection and segmentation in the proposed VBFPT 

algorithm. However, results showed that RGB colour model 

did not performed very well in recognizing the difference in 

colours. Fig. 6.6(a) shows an example of the image of floor 

patterns without reflection of sunlight while Fig. 6.7(a) shows 

the image of the patterns with reflection caused by sunlight.   

 

RGB colour model was used in both images to detect the 

green colour ellipses’ path. The green ellipses can be detected 

without any problem at the absence of the reflection of 

sunlight (e.g. in Fig. 6.6(b)). However, the same ellipses 

cannot be detected clearly when there were reflections of 

sunlight on the patterns (e.g. in Fig 6.7(b)). The undesired 

presence of sunlight on the patterns affected the colour 

detection using RGB colour model. This problem was solved 

by replacing RGB colour model with HSV 

(Hue-Saturation-Value) colour model. The advantage of HSV 

over RGB is instead of recognizing colours based on the 

mixtures of Red, Green and Blue, HSV differentiates colour 

based on colour type (Hue), luminance (Value) and 

chrominance (Hue & Saturation). Fig. 6.6(c) and Fig. 6.7(c) 

show that green ellipses extracted from both Fig. 6.6(a) and 

Fig. 6.7(a). They are correctly detected using HSV colour 

models. Number of failed cases decreased after HSV colour 

model is applied in Step 2(ii) of the proposed VBFPT 

algorithm. 

 

 
(a)  (b)  (c) 

 

Fig. 6.6: (a) Image captured with indoor lighting (b) Image 

filtered by using RGB colour model (c) Image filtered by 

using HSV colour model 

 

 
(a)  (b)  (c) 

 

Fig. 6.7: (a) Image captured with sunlight interception (b) 

Image filtered by using RGB colour model (c) Image filtered 

by using HSV colour model. 

 
Cause Category 2: Incomplete Background Filter by Using 

Hue Component. 

 

37% of the 47 failed cases were due to incomplete filtration of 

background from ellipses when Hue component of HSV 

colour model is used. Despite the ability of Hue component to 

clearly differentiate specific colour from numerous colours, 

the application of Hue component alone still insignificant to 

completely separate the background from the patterns and 

thus the filtered image appeared distorted. Fig. 6.8(a) shows 

the resultant image filtered from Fig. 6.6(a) using hue 

component alone. 

 

By combining the Hue and Saturation components of HSV 

colour model in colour detection, the green ellipses can be 

clearly differentiated from other ellipses as well as the floor 

background. Fig. 6.8(b) shows the image filtered by using 

Saturation Component only. The image shows that the 

Saturation component was able to determine the saturation 

level with the most number of image pixels and classify them 

as the background. However, Saturation component cannot 

differentiate the difference in colours; therefore Hue 

component is applied in conjunction with Saturation 

component to identify the green ellipses from the rest of the 

image. Fig. 6.8(c) shows image filtered with Hue and 
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Saturation components. This method is applied in Step 2(iii) 

and (iv) of the proposed VBFPT algorithm. 

 

 
(a)  (b)  (c) 

Fig. 6.8: (a) Image filtered by using Hue component (b) Image 

filtered by using Saturation component (c) Image filtered by 

using Hue and Saturation components. 

 

 

Cause Category 3: Incomplete Ellipses Recognition under 

Dark Condition 

 

11% of the 47 failed cases were due to incomplete ellipses 

recognition under dark condition. The lack of light during 

image capturing weakened the performance of ellipse 

detection due to the increase of noise presented in the image. 

Despite having excellent results, the ellipse detection by using 

the combination of Hue and Saturation components (the 

solution as mentioned in cause category 2) still tends to fail 

under low light condition due to flicker noises on the images. 

Fig. 6.9(a) shows an example image captured on red colour 

patterns under low light environment. Fig. 6.9(b) is the 

filtered image of the red ellipses, where several areas on the 

red ellipses were mistakenly filtered out. This resulted in the 

larger red ellipse to be incorrectly treated as two ellipses 

instead of one big ellipse as shown in Fig. 6.9(c). 

 

 
(a)  (b)  (c) 

 

Fig. 6.9: (a) Image captured under dark condition (b) Image 

filtered without closing process (c) Single ellipse detected as 

two objects. 

 

This problem were solved by introducing a process named 

―Closing Process‖ to remove the noises presence on the 

ellipses. Closing process is a process of dilation followed by 

erosion using the defined structuring element. Fig. 6.10(a) 

shows the successful detection of the red ellipses on the image. 

The red ellipses were recognized faultlessly as shown in Fig. 

6.10 (b). The closing process is applied in the proposed 

VBFPT algorithm at Step 2(vi). 

 

 
(a)   (b) 

 

Fig. 6.10: (a) Image filtered with closing process (b) Accurate 

recognition of ellipses. 

D.   Robot Routing With Different Luminance Level 

 

This section discusses the performance of the robot routing 

system in different light luminance level. The total number of 

experiment that had been carried out is 800 attempts. The 

experiments are carried out on harsh background environment 

consists of three routing paths which are differentiated by red, 

green and blue colours. This test is divided into four group 

based on the luminance level and each group is conducted for 

200 times. The luminance level is measured by Lux (lx). In 

previous section, the robot routing for multiple paths is done 

with full brightness test which ranged from 1300lx to 1600lx. 

Therefore, the luminance levels set for this section’s test are 

classified into bright, medium, dim and dark conditions. 

Bright condition is ranged from 1060lx to 1250lx, medium 

condition is ranged from 423lx to 923lx, dim condition is 

ranged from 40lx to 50lx and lastly, dark condition is ranged 

from 4 to 10lx. The values of Hue component for red, green 

and blue are set based on their range specified by HSV colour 

model. Whereas, threshold values of Saturation component 

for each colour are set differently. Saturation threshold for red 

colour (SRed) is 0.5, green colour (SGreen) is 0.35 and blue 

colour (SBlue) is 0.5. Structuring element (SSE) of closing 

process is set to 1. SRed, SGreen, SBlue and SSE have to be varied 

based on difference luminance level at the site.  
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Fig. 6.11: Distribution of successful and failed cases under 

different light intensity 

 

Out of the 800 attemps, 628 of success cases and 172 of 

failure were recorded for Home-Destination-Home routing 

which results in 78.5% success rate. The number of success 

and failure cases for each condition is plotted in Fig. 6.11. 

From the plot, it can be observed that most of the recorded 

failures happened in dim and dark conditions. There are two 

cases determined from the failures which are: 1) wrong ellipse 

detection due to structuring element, SSE, and 2) partial ellipse 

detection due to thresholds of Saturation component. 

 

Case 1: Wrong Ellipse Detection Due to Structuring Element, 

SSE. 

 

59% of the 172 failure cases were caused by wrong ellipse 

detection due to low setting of SSE in dim and dark conditions. 

The closing process which was applied in case 3 of previous 

test is useful to eliminate unnecessary noise in the ellipse from 

colour recognition. However, the value of structuring element, 

SSE, will determine the effectiveness of closing process. A 

large SSE could cause negative effect such as combining two 
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different ellipses while a small setting would be insufficient to 

eliminate all the noises.  

 

In dim and dark condition, most ellipses are not able to be 

recognized due to the presence of noise in the ellipses as 

shown in Fig. 6.12(a) and when the original image captured in 

dim condition as shown in Fig. 6.12(b) is filtered with SSE 

equals to 1. The noises are filtered by increasing SSE to 2. 

During dark condition test, more noises are detected from the 

captured image. Therefore, SSE is further increases to 5 to 

improve accuracy in detecting ellipses. The improvement is 

shown in Fig. 6.12(c). 

 

 
(a)  (b)  (c) 

 

Fig. 6.12: (a) Image captured in Dim condition (b) Image 

filtered by SSE = 1 (c) Image filtered with SSE = 2. 

 

Case 2: Partial Ellipse Detection Due to Thresholds of 

Saturation Component 

 

41% of the 172 failure cases were caused by wrong ellipse 

detection due to wrong threshold setting for Saturation 

component. Saturation component is used to separate objects 

from background. This separation could be done because 

background has same saturation level and it occupied the 

largest area in the image. In low luminance level, the 

saturation level of each pixel in the image would decreases 

and falls into the filtering range when same saturation 

thresholds were used. In other words, portion of the ellipse 

would be recognized as the background and become noise in 

ellipse detection.  

 

By using the same Saturation threshold in bright condition, 

red ellipses are partially detected during routing in medium 

and dim conditions. However, detection of green and blue 

colours are not affected. Due to partial detection of red ellipse 

in destination pattern as shown in Fig. 6.13(a), the floor 

pattern misrecognized as pattern for path routing as illustrated 

in Fig. 6.13(b). This problem is solved by decreasing SRed to 

0.4 and the improvement is shown in Fig. 6.14(a) and Fig. 

6.14(b). 

 

 
(a)   (b) 

 

Fig. 6.13: (a) Image filtered with SRed = 0.5 (b) Misrecognition 

of floor pattern 

 

 
(a)   (b) 

 

Fig. 6.14: (a) Image filtered with SRed = 0.4 (b) Corrected floor 

pattern recognition 

 

When the light intensity dropped to dark condition, all 

three colours recognition are affected as shown in Fig. 6.15 

and the drawback of these effects are shown in Fig. 6.16. Most 

of the ellipses in the images are either not recognizable or 

recognized as two objects. Therefore, thresholds ae further 

decreases to SRed=0.3, SGreen=0.25 and SBlue=0.3.  

 

 
(a)  (b)  (c) 

Fig. 6.15: (a) Image filtered with SRed = 0.4 (b) Image filtered 

with SGreen = 0.35 (c) Image filtered with SBlue = 0.5. 

 

 
(a)  (b)  (c) 

Fig. 6.16: (a) One out of three ellipse detected (b) Large 

ellipse detected as two objects (c) Half of an ellipse detected. 

 

After the changes are applied to threshold of Saturation 

component, the colour recognition is improved. Fig. 6.17 

shows the improvement in filtering process with decreased 

thresholds and Fig. 6.18 shows the improvement in ellipse 

detection. The performance of colour recognition in medium 

condition is less accurate as compared to bright condition. 

However, this performance dropped drastically in dim and 

dark condition. Since most indoor environment is lighted with 

bright or medium conditions, the designed robot is suitable to 

be applied.  

 

 
(a)  (b)  (c) 

Fig. 6.17: (a) Image filtered with SRed = 0.3 (b) Image filtered 

with SGreen = 0.25 (c) Image filtered with SBlue = 0.3 

 

 
(a)  (b)  (c) 

Fig. 6.18: Corrected ellipse detection for (a) red (b) green and 

(c) blue coloured ellipses. 

 

E.   Capability of Guided Path Finding 
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The total number of experiment that had been carried out is 

500 attempts. The experiments are carried out on harsh 

background environment consists of three paths which are 

differentiated by red, green and blue colours under bright 

condition with brightness of 1060lx to 1250lx. Out of 50 

attempts, 449 were the successful cases and another 51 were 

failures for a Home-Destination-Home routing which means 

89.8% success rate. There are two cases which were 

determined from the failure cases namely undetectable zone 

for guided path finding by using zig-zag pattern and failure in 

recognizing home or destination floor pattern with vertical 

orientation. 

 

Case 1: Undetectable Zone for Guided Path Finding by Using 

Zig-zag Pattern 

 

56% of the 51 failures were caused by undetectable zone 

during guided path finding by using zig-zag pattern. During 

the initial stage of path finding algorithm design, zig-zag 

pattern is used to search for floor pattern which guide the 

robot back to the guided path. This movement pattern is used 

to widen the area of search but there is a drawback by using 

zig-zag pattern. There is a certain zone that is not included in 

the searching as shown in Fig. 6.19. The robot would missed 

the floor pattern which situated in that zone. 

In order to encounter this problem, diamond pattern path 

finding (as shown in Fig. 6.20) is used to replace the zig-zag 

pattern in guided path finding. Diamond pattern path finding 

has advantage of larger covering range as compared to 

zig-zag pattern. The undetectable zone in zig-zag pattern is 

solved by using diamond pattern. This change is applied into 

Step 4(i) of the proposed VBFPT algorithm to minimize 

failure caused by this problem.  

 

 
Fig. 6.19: Uncovered range in path finding using zig-zag 

pattern. 

 
Fig. 6.20: Movement of robot in diamond-pattern path finding 

 

Case 2: Failure in Recognizing Home or Destination Floor 

Pattern with Vertical Orientation. 

 

44% of the 51 recorded failures were caused by failure to 

recognize home or destination pattern when these patterns are 

in vertical orientation. These floor patterns are usually 

arranged in horizontal orientation as shown in Fig. 6.21(a). 

However, they were captured in vertical orientation during 

path finding process since the movement of robot is guided by 

the diamond pattern instead of the guided path. At the initial 

stage, the recognition of these patterns was done based on 

x-axis centroid coordinates of ellipses in the pattern. When 

the pattern is orientated, vertically, the x-axis centroid 

coordinate of the center ellipse is not necessary lying between 

the coordinate of the other two ellipses as shown in Fig. 

6.21(b). Therefore, the robot failed to navigate to the pattern 

since the pattern is not recognizable.  

This problem is solved by adding new design into the 

algorithm for home and destination floor pattern recognition. 

Y-axis centroid coordinate of each ellipse in the pattern is also 

taken into consideration to encounter the problem. When the 

pattern is oriented vertically, the y-axis centroid coordinate of 

center ellipse would lies between the coordinate of the other 

two ellipses. Fig. 6.21(c) shows the improvement after 

modification is implemented in Step 3(iv) of the proposed 

VBFPT algorithm. 

 

 
(a)  (b)  (c) 

Fig. 6.21: (a) Home position floor pattern in horizontal 

orientation (b) Undetected home position floor pattern in 

vertical orientation and (c) Corrected recognition of floor 

pattern in (b) 
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range 
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VII.  CONCLUSION  

 

This paper described the design of a new vision based robot 

routing method utilizing elliptical geometry approach in floor 

pattern tracking. The proposed vision based floor pattern 

tracking method has been implemented in a real world robot 

routing scenario. Remarkable floor pattern is depicted using 

circular geometry, treated as path guided and 

home-destination symbols. A robot platform had been 

constructed to evaluate the performance of the vision based 

floor pattern tracking algorithm for robotic routing purposes.  

Experimental results shown that the proposed vision based 

floor pattern tracking algorithm supplies solutions to single 

path, multiple paths robotic routing under various floor 

background and light intensity conditions. The robotic 

routing method achieves expandability compared to 

conventional sensory based and virtual map based approach 

because both users and researchers might use the proposed 

algorithm and the configurable modular robot hardware as a 

mobile logistic robot or as several other autonomous 

functional robots. In future, the algorithm will further 

considered tested in bumpy outdoor environment, and embed 

with image processing based obstacle avoidance features. 
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